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This is a cute little visual novella. It centers around border control, after your kingdom has begun to recover from a plague. A
plague that may not be natural in cause. Anyway, you are a border guard and have a quota of two people you may let enter a day.
You can allow people to go out, but if you let them back in, they count. You can also strike up a romance with one of these
women, if you so choose. For the price, it is excellent. Full voice acting, High Definition, and an engaging concept. It isn't that
long, either, so it is a quick read.. A very amateurish visual novel, whose only claim to fame will be voice acting (not very good
VA, but VA nonetheless). I've completed the game three different ways in 37 minutes, that should really tell you all you need to
know.. Hi All! Fantastic game, I have never before enjoyed so much from any game. It just hooked me :-) I have started and
played it different ways many times, wonderful ideas. I have even got hanged, it has happened never before. Very refreshing to
grumpy old man like me, I just laughed for minutes. Wonderful! I recommend this game for eveyone of you, very good value
for money. Game is very cheap, if you consider what you get.. You play as a town guard who choses wether or not to let people
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in/out of the town. This game is very interesting and really good! (I'm glad that achievements were added.) Lots of romance
options are great. Including a male romance route.. there is no border to her heart. the heart does not have a border. lies.. You
play as a town guard who choses wether or not to let people in/out of the town. This game is very interesting and really good!
(I'm glad that achievements were added.) Lots of romance options are great. Including a male romance route.. I don't consider
myself a connoisseur of the romantic visual novel sub-genre by any means, but I will say that Border of her Heart has going for
it a particularly interesting and as far as I'm aware unique concept that places you in the role of a border security guard deciding
who to let in to town and who to turn away. Your decisions in that regard impact what events happen and which characters you
can potentially romance. In short this is a romantic visual novel with legitimate and compelling choices and though short has
more than enough replay value to justify the $1.00 price.. it was great its just my first play through ended shortly as i became
the new captain and got from what it seemed like married and we got ourselves a house and the crystal i had found in the woods
was destoryed which i was expecting my friend to be then it ended i want to play even more. i really didnt have even problems
with the voice acting and i felt the decision making was done very well.. It's a short game but it's nice. Entirely voiced over (only
possible because it's short) and featuring good graphics & music, your dollar won't be wasted.
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